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Memories of Space
One of our own space shuttle astronauts

recalls nearly three decades

BY RHEA SEDDON

WE SAW HER before we heard her. Trailing a tail of white hot
flame, Columbia rose over the trees to the west, a butterfly bolted to
a bullet, heading skyward. The rumbling crackle of the boosters hit us
a few seconds later. It was April 12, 1981, the 20th anniversary of the
first human spaceflight by Yuri Gagarin of the U.S.S.R., but there
were no guarantees that this ungainly bird would reach orbit. Hoot
and I were both standing by in case it didn't.
I stood with a burly search and rescue helicopter crew on a
runway near the launch pad. They could fly me, a physician, to a
crash site or bring injured crewmen to me for care in case of an
emergency
near Cape Canaveral. Even these battle-hardened
Vietnam veterans shed a few tears at the sight. Hoot (my then-fiance,
USN Captain Robert "Hoot" Gibson) was piloting a plane at Edwards
AFB in California, ready to help guide a crippled space shuttle if it
had to limp to a landing after a single orbit.
The Columbia crew didn't need our services. The successful first
flight meant there was a chance all the rest of us astronauts would
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of flight

someday get to fly in space (and that Hoot and
I would have time to plan our wedding). While
we had been in the astronaut program for
almost three years, it was the true beginning of
our space careers and of an era.
The next few years gave us the opportunity
to help our fellow astronauts
plan and
accomplish their flights while learning what
we would need to know for our own. Hoot was
the first to begin training for a flight-and
I
became the first pregnant astronaut. Baby Paul
and I watched his father's first launch from
the roof of the Launch Control Center with
the other families. Hoot snapped the iconic
picture of Bruce McCandless flying free with
his backpack on that flight. Eight days later,
Challenger made the first landing of a shuttle
at Cape Canaveral.
After several fits and starts, I left Earth
aboard Discovery on April 12, 1985, an auspicious date linking me to Gagarin and the
Shuttle's first flight. I experienced for myself
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what it felt like to sit atop a six and a half
million pound explosion, the teeth-rattling two
minute ride on the boosters, the smooth push
of the main engines for six more minutes and
the arrival of weightlessness
at the end of
powered flight. Drifting inside the cabin
without the pull of gravity, the wonder of the
earth views were dazzling in their beauty.
I learned how to work in this strange
environment and how creative the people in
Mission Control in Houston could be when
things went awry. One of the satellites we
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deployed failed to activate. Our well-practiced
and very routine flight suddenly evolved into a
mini-Apollo 13, with an unplanned spacewalk,
an unplanned
rendezvous with an errant
satellite and unplanned
mechanical
arm
activities trying to activate the satellite. The
blown tire we had during the last few feet of
our landing was-almost a non-event after that.
The shuttle program should have seen
from the many failures during attempts to
launch Hoot's second flight that we were
pressing too hard to get flights off the ground.
Finally launching in early January, it landed
just 10 days prior to the ill-fated decision to
launch the next mission on a frigid day.
Nothing prepared us for the breakup of
Challenger on January 28, 1986. Watching it
on television, everyone back in Houston
thought the boosters had separated early, but
the Shuttle surely had flown on. Reality set in
as we watched helplessly when huge pieces of
debris began hitting the ocean. Nothing was
more terrible than the days that followed.
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Top Left: First six women astronauts
with EVA suit L to R- Shannon W. Lucid, Rhea
Seddon, Kathryn D. Sullivan, Judith A Resnik, Anna L FISher and Sally K. Ride

united States
Bottom
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The President

canceled the State of the Union address that had been

planned for that night and instead spoke to the nation about what had
happened. He came to a memorial service at our Center a few days later.
The investigation
of the crash began; the Roger's Committee
was
established to determine the causes. There came the realization that the
Shuttle crew compartment
had broken free of the conflagration and
recovery of the crewmembers began. Funerals for our friends were held
from Arlington to Hawaii's National Memorial Cemetery of the Pacific
("The Punchbowl").
I am often asked, "Did you know them?" The Astronaut Office was a
small cadre-only
about 100 of us at the time. Of course I knew them all
well. We'd even gotten to know Christa McAuliffe, the first teacher
headed to space, and Greg Jarvis, an engineer from Hughes Aircraft, both
of whom were flying only this one flight. All the astronauts trained together, supported each before, during and after our flights, had children in
school together, partied together, worshipped together at local churches
and shared the joy of successful flights at our traditional post-flight parties.
Eventually, the boosters were redesigned and flights gingerly resumed.
Hoot flew a secret military mission at the second launch after resumption.
I felt like the "camp followers" of the olden days, waddling to the Cape six
months pregnant with our second son. My second flight, which had
been scheduled for 1986, was pushed downstream.
I had plenty of
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Left: First six women

Right: USN Captain

Robert

with Shuttle
"l-loot" Gibson

and PJIea Seddon

time to enjoy the new baby, Dann.
STS 40, a life sciences research mission, didn't fly until 1991. A few
days after the flight, our cre,w had an opportunity to see our Orbiter,
Columbia, as she prepared to be flown from our landing site in Califomia
back to Florida. She was up in the scaffolding that lifted her up to be
placed on the NASA 747. As I walked around to look at the front of the
vehicle, I stood level with the nose and looked into the front windows.
Suddenly, Columbia became almost human, and I was looking into the
eyes of an old friend. Here we were, two middle aged ladies, a little dinged
up but still proudly going strong.
Hoot made two more flights for a total of five, and I made one more
which gave the family eight crews all together to train with. Our third
child, Emilee, was bom just 18 days before Hoot's final launch, the first
docking with the Russian space station Mir. No one said that the job of
astronaut spouse would be easy.
We left the space shuttle program soon afterward, with 18 years of
incredible experiences. But it is the people we remember most. There
were none so proud as those who worked on the rockets who sent humans
into space. I often run into people who tell me of a relative that helped
launch Apollo flights or put space equipment
together or trained
astronauts. They all feel like their fingerprints went into the heavens.
I happened

to be at Columbia's launch on January 16, 2003. It was the
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25th anniversary of the day Iwas told I would
become an astronaut. I watched on February
1as she became a trail of shooting stars over
West Texas. I had watched her first launch
and her last, and she took me to space and
returned me safely home twice-a
fine old
lady I will always remember.
Hoot and I took our three children back
to Florida to watch the last shuttle launch.
The boys had seen flights launch and land,
but were too young at the time to understand
the Significance of the events. Emilee wanted
to experience what it was like. At a reception
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the night before, we introduced
them to
people we had flown with and worked withthe people we would respect and appreciate
all our lives, people who made history happen. They were all older, a little grayer,
but still with the fire in their eyes and the
knowledge that they had left a legacy of
technologies developed, research questions
answered,
young people
inspired
and
national imperatives accomplished.
Fewer
than 350 people flew aboard the five orbiters.
We will always be a close-knit family, along
with the thousands who helped us get there.
Standing with thousands of others at the
last launch, Hoot and I realized that of the
many launches we had participated in and
attended,
this was the first one we had
watched together at the Cape. We imagined
the road this orbiter had followed to be on
the pad that day. Thousands of people put her
together for this final moment. Undoubtedly
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the program managers had told the workers
that this one must be perfect-no
malfunctioning equipment, no flaws in the boosters
or engines, no glitches in the processing"zero fault tolerant" as they would say. Even
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God heard the message. As the countdown
proceeded, for the first time that day, the
clouds parted just long enough for there to be
a GO FOR LAUNCH at the appointed time.
Launch she did. As the clock counted
down, the thousands who crowded the view-
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ing areas and the beaches and roadways
around the Cape and Cocoa Beach sang the
national anthem of the country that made it
possible. At T minus 6 seconds, the main
engines roared to life, then the boosters shot
Atlantis skyward on a column of smoke, the
last of her generation.
Hoot and I watched with our children,
the familiar shudder of the sound waves one
last time shaking us to our veq souls, feeling
pride and sadness as this era of history came
to an end. We had seen the Alpha and the
Omega. This one was flawless.
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